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Dec1sion No. 86081 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COI1iUSSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigat10n on the Cocmisslon's Own ) 
Motion into the Adequacy and Re11ability) 
of the Energy and Fuel Requirements and ) 
Supply of the E1ectr1c Pub11c Ut11ities ) 
in the State of Ca1iforn1a. ) 

-------------------------------) ) 
Invest1gation on the Commission's own 
motion into the natural gas supply and 
requirements of gas public utilities 
in the State of California. 

) 
) 
) 
) 

------------------------------) ) 
Invest1gat1on on the COmmission's own ) 
motion into the establishing of ) 
pr1or1ties among the types of categories) 
or customers of every ~lectrical ) 
corporation and every gas corporat1on ) 
in the State of California and among ) 
the uses of electricity or gas by such ) 
customers. ) 

--------------------------------) 

Case No. 9581 
(Filed July 3~ 1973) 

Case No. 9642 
(Filed December 18, 1973) 

Case No. 9884 
. (Filed ;·l!arch 11~ 1975) 

Additional Anpearances 

C. J. Blas1ar, fo~ Telephone Answer1ng Serv1ces, 
Inc.; Homer C. Lamborn, for U. S. P1pe & Fo~dry
Concrete P1pe Corp.; Pettit, Evers & Mart1n~ 
by Joseph Mart1n 1 Jr., Attorney at Law, for 
Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp.; Richard D. De Luce, 
Attorney at Law, for A1r Products and Chemicals, 
Inc.; Susan R. Bush, Attorney at Law, ~or 
Sunk1st Growers, Inc.; and R. D. Twomey> Jr., 
Attorney at Law, for the Metropolitan Water 
District of Southern California, interested 
parties. 
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INTERIM OPINION 

In 1974 Sect10ns 277l-277&h1 were added to the Pub11c 
Utilit1es Code. Those sections reflected the legislature's concern ~ 

11 "2771. The commission shall establish pr10r1ties among the types 
or categories of customers of every electrical corporation and 
every gas corporat1on~ and among the uses of electricity or gas 
by such customers. The commission shall determine which of such 
customers and uses provide the most important public benefits 
and serve the greatest public need and shall categorize all 
other customers and uses in order of descending priority based 
upon these standards. The comm1ssion shall establish no such 
priority after the effective date of this chapter which would 
cause any reduction in the transmiSSion of gas to California 
pursuant to any federal rule~ order, or regulation. 

"2772. In establishing the priorities pursuant to Section 2771, 
the commiSSion shall include, but not be lim1ted to, a 
consideration of all of the following: 

"(a) A determination of the customers and uses of electr1city 
and gas, in descending order of priority, which provide 
the most important public benefits and serve the 
greatest public need. 

"(0) A determ1nation of the custo~ers and uses of electricity 
and gas which are not included under suod1vision (a). 

"(c) A de~~rm1na~10n of the economiC, social, and other effects 
or a temporary discontinuance ~n elcetr~eal or ga~ ~ervice 
to the customers or ~or the ~~es de~e~ne~ 1n accordance 
w1th subdivision (a) or (b). 

"(d) Any curtailment or alloeatlon rules~ orders~ or regulations 
1ssuect oy any agency of the federal government. 

"2773. The commission may establish as many priorities o£ use 
tor a customer as that customer has uses of gas or electricity. 

"2774. In the event any elc~trical or gas corporation exper1ences 
any shortage of capacity or capability in the generation, 
production, or transm1ss1o~ of electricity or gas and 1s unable 
to obta1n electr1c1ty or gas from any other source so that the 
corporation is unable to meet all demands by its customers, the 
commission Shall, to the extent practicable, order that service 
be temporarily reduced by an amount that reflects the prior1t1cs 
established pursuant to this chapter~ for the duration of the 
~hortage. The commission may, to the extent permitted by 
federal law or regulation~ requ~re electrical or gas corporations 
to mutually aSSist each other in dealing with shortages resulting 
from inadequate fuel supp11es~ and shall determine the terms, 
including compensation~ under which such assistance shall be 
provided. (Continued) 
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that in the event or a shortage of electr1c1ty or gas there be a plan 
for allocation. This Commission issued its Order Instituting 
Investigation (OIl), Case No. 9884 on March 11, 1975, which, because 
of the interrelationship of the subject matter, was consolidated 
for hearing with Case No. 9581, the Commission's 1nvestigation into 
the adequacy and reliability of fuel requirements of California's 
electric utilities, and Case No. 9642, the Commission's investigation 
into California's natural gas supply and requirements. 

The OIl in Case No. 9884 contained a summary of the 
proceedings to date in Cases Nos. 9581 and 9642, referred to the 
Federal Power Commission (FPC) opinion affecting deliveries of natural 
gas by El Paso to California, and noted the emerging national policy 
requiring less dependence upon foreign oil. It sought to establish 
priorities for both gas and electric use which would provide the 
~most important public benefits" and serve the "greatest public need" 
and determined not to establish any priority system that would have 
the effect of reducing the amo~~t of gas to be allocated to California 
under federal law. Further, the OII expanded Case No. 9642 to 
consider which gas rate structures would achieve high levels of 
conservation, and ordered an investigation to determine means of 
mutual assistance between the gas compan1es and between the electric 
companies to deal With shortages. 

After 26 days of hearing the Co~ss~on issued Dec1s1on 
No~ 85189 on December 2, 1975 estab11sh1ng pr1or1t1es for the 
allocat1on of natural gas. 

11 (Continued) 
"2775. No electrical or gas corporation which reduces or 
discontinues serv1ce in accordance w1th any order of the 
commission issued pursuant to this chapter ~hall be liable tor 
any damages to any person or property result1ng from such 
reduction or discont1nuance. 

"2776. This Chapter shall rema1n 1n effect only unt11 July 1, 
1976, and as of such date is repealed unless a later enacted 
statute, which 1s chaptered before July 1, 1976, deletes or 
extends such date.~ 
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PubliC hearings on electrical priorities commenced in Los 
Angeles September 29, 1975. Thereafter, 22 days of hearings were 
held in San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego, and Fres~o extending 
from November 24, 1975 to February 27, 1976 at which t1me the electric 
pr10rity phase was submitted subject to tiling of concurrent br1efs. 

Participants 1ncluded the COmmission staff (start), 
respondent utilities Pacif1c Gas and Electr1c Company (PG&E), 
Southern California Edison Company (Edison), San Diego Gas & Electric 
Company (SDG&E), California Farm Bureau Federation (Farm Bureau), 
California Manufacturers Association (CMA), General Motors Cor
poration (GM), city of Los Angeles, Department of Water and Power 
(LADWP), Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corp. (Owens), Se~conductor Group 
Member Companies of WEMA (WEMA), and California Retailers Associa
tion (CRA). 

During the course of the hearing some 117 Witnesses 
test1f1ed; ,there were over 60 eXhibits and 1,952 pages of transcr1pt. 
In add1tion to the participants listed above, w1tnesses testified on 
behalf of the follow1ng: 

Various Medical and Hospital Groups. 
Educat10nal Representatives and School Districts. 
The Aero Space Industry. 
The Semiconductor Industry. 
Irrigation and Water D1stricts_ 
Supermarkets and Food D1stributors. 
Restaurant Chains. 
Dehydrated Food Industry. 
California Floral Industry_ 
The Wine Industry. 
The U.S. Department of Defense. 
TeleVision and Radio Broadcasting. 
Newspaper Publishers. 
Glass Manufacturers. 
Computer and Business t'iach1ne J.!a.nufacturers. 
Steel Industry. 
Shipbll1lding. 
San Diego County. 
Tulare County. 
California Electric Sign Industry. 
Electronics Industry. 
Petroleum and Refinery Industry. 
Pipe11ne Companies. 
The National Park SerVice. 
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In Case No. 9884 the Commiss1on ordered the respondent 
electric utilities to f1le recommendat1ons to implement Sections 
2771-2776. The utility responses are summar1zed as follows: 
Pac1fic Gas and Electric Company 

Maximum input from the public should be received before a 
priority system 1s established. This could be accomp11shed by state
wide hearings and sampling surveys in each ut1li ty serv1ce area. 
Quest10nnaires could be ma1led to electric customers requesting 
informat1on concern1ng loads that are essential for health and safety 
and loads that could be curta1led or reduced 1n time or shortage~ and 
a request for suggest10ns from the customer on how a reduction in 
usage m1ght be accomplished. 

A priority plan should minimize the requ1rements for special 
sw1tch1ng gear or separate metering devices. Any plan 1nvolv1ng 
mandatory curtailment should be limited to cases of a declared 
emergency. Thus such limitation should be by order of a state 
governmental authority. 

The difficulty of assign1ng a priority to PG&E's 2.9 
million customers 1s that prior1ties estab11shed by customer class 
w1ll not be applicable to all cuztomers ·",1thln the cla.ss' because of 
d1ffer1ng micro- and socio-economic factors among the customers~ even 
though on a macro-analysis the g1ven class customers have sim1lar 
socio-economic factors. 

PG&E suggests that "protected loads" assoc1ated with public 
health and safety be considered for the highest ranking priority. 
Protected loads or usages should include: 

1. Federal~ state~ county~ municipal~ and 
governmental district uses to prov1de 
f1re~ police~ prison and custod1al~ and 
essential street and hi~~way lighting 
service. 
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2. Refrigeration for the storage and 
preservation of food or med1c1ne~ when 
that use is substantially all the 
customer's load. 

3. Operat1on~ guidance control~ and 
nav~gation services for public 
transportat1on~ including rail~ mass 
transi t ~ municipal and licensed 
commercial air transportation~ and 
other forms of tr~~sportation. 

4. Communications serV1ces provided ~y 
the United States Postal Service~ 
telegraph and telephone 3ystems~ 
television and radio stations~ and 
traffic control and signal systems. 

5. Water supply and sanitation services, 
including \,lateI"'W'ork3~ pumping~ and 
sewage disposal activities which cannot 
be reduced without seriously affecting 
public health. 

6. Federal activities essential for the 
national defense. 

7. Uses necessary for the manufacture~ 
directly or as a by-product~ the 
transmission, or the distribution of 
natural or m1~ed 5~~ for fue~. 

s. U$es necessary ror the prod~ct~on# 
rer~n~ne~ tran~~~~~on# or e~~tr~but~on 
of oil and gas for fuel. 

9. ES3ent~al constr~ct~on~ operat~on~ and 
maintenance activities fer energy 
production and supply. 

It wa~ noted tha~ these use~ or customers are 1nte~xea 

with other customers or electric c1rcu1ts serving other loads and 
tha~ thererore it is not possible to assure service to all such 

protected loads ;'lithout protecting myriads of other uses and customers. 
PG&E's res~onse included certain problems or compliance and 

enforcement. These include: 
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1. Nass media communication. 
2. Compliance audits. 
3. Enforcement action. 
4. Appeal procedures. 
5. ProVisions for disconnection of service 

for noncompliance. 
6. Costs of implementation. 
PG&E was of the opinion that the key to any plan 1s the 

attitude of the customer. The customer should be adequately 1nformed 
and his cooperation actively solicited during an energy shortage. 
It was stated that this might be best accomplished through an 
extensive publicity campa1gn. 
Southern Cal1fornia Edison COmPany 

Edison recommended that pub11c hearings be held in order to 
receive input from the utilities and their customers to suggest 
priorities and develop information on the costs and practical aspects 
or an implementation plan. 

Edison suggested that the following loads be classified as 
critical: 

1. Sewage hand11ng facilit1es. 
2.a. Hospitals with 100 beds or more. 

b • Hospitals with no (or insuffic1ent) 
generation for bas1c life support 
systems, as determined by the customer. 

3. Oil and gas producing, proeessing~ and 
transporting facilities. 

4. Em&rgency broadcast system radio stations. 
5. Utility (public) water pumps necessary 

to maintain minimum fire protection. 
6. Crucial industrial or commercial--where 

an outage would cause abnormal danger 
to public safety. 
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7. Ed1son facilities critical to the 
continuity of operation of the electric 
power system. 

The basic assumptions used in determining that the above 
loads were critical were stated to be: 

1. Less than one-hour tolerance. 
2. No emergency generation. 
Edison suggested that priority ranking of electric customers 

should be established by th1s Commission rather than by the utilities 
and that implementation of a plan involving the pr1or1ties should be 
by order of the COmmission. Edison asserts that compliancew1l1 be 
dependent upon voluntary action by the customers and enforcement by 

the utilities is not feasible. Edison mentioned the use or Standard 
Industri~l Classification (SIC) codes for priority grouping and 
listed examples to demonstrate the multiplicity of categories and 
uses. Ediso~ referred to its mutual-aid agreements with other 
electric utilities and its historical participation in these 
arrangements. 
San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

SDG&E stressed voluntary reduction during an emergency by a 
direct appeal to all customer classes. If voluntary methods fail 
SDG&E has a load reduction program by priority: (1) vital community 
serVice, (2) industrial, and (3) commercial. SDG&E states that its 
distribution system has a greater capability than the other utilities 
to isolate circuits serving low priority loads and to disconnect 
those circu1ts in blocks of a s1ze that would be meaningful. 

The SDG&E load reduction plan is the same as f11ed 1n Case 
No. 9581 pursuant to DeCision No. 81931 dated September 25~ 1973. In 
this plan the circuits are grouped 1nto 15 to 20 mw load blocks. 
S1milar customers are placed in "same" load blocks and a priority 
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level is assigned to the blocks. Priority 1 loaa blocks comprise 
about 40 percent of the system; Priority 2, about 15 percent; and 
Priority 3, 45 percent. Generally Priority 1 load block circuits 
also contain loads classed as Priority 2 or 3; however, Priority 2 or 
3 load block circuits do not contain Priority 1 load. 

The plan has a three-stage reduction. In general~ the plan 
is one of 1nterruption by rotation, for various lengths of time, 
among the various bloCKS within Priorities 2 and 3. Use of the plan 
would be dictated by fuel inventory and a CPUC order for manJatory 
load reduction. 

SDG&E's filing discusses socio-economic problems in the 
arrangement of priorities and suggests that if a shortag~ is 
inevitable the same degree of discomfort and sacrifice should be 
experienced by all customers. The company believes that residential 
customers would prefer to make some sacrifices at home rather than to 
lose their job or have "I-lorking hours reduced d.uring an enerl.:>Y 
shortage crisis. 
Discussion 

The staff's proposal is attached hereto as Appendix B. CMA 

proposed a plan through the prepared direct testimony of its witness 

which is summarized 1n Appendix C. The consolidated record in this 
case conSists of masses of data~ all of which stress the 1hlportance 
electricity plays in everyday life and the severe hardship that 
interruption of service would cause. With respect to the establis1lment 
of electric priorities, however, the parties could agree on little 
except the diff1c~lty of establishing an equitable plan and the 
complexity of the problems for the utilities who must implement such 
a plan .. 
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It is clear that any shortage of electricity will be so 
d1srupt1ve to both the economy and to individuals that every,possible 
measure should be undertaken to avoid it. We must ensure that electric 
utility operating margins are maintained at safe levels. The concept 
that it is economically more sensible to risk an occasional capacity 
shortage th~~ to pay the ever-increasing cost of plant additions must 
be rejected. Plant additions cannot be forestalled indefinitely by 
increasing ~ti1ity 1nterconnection capacities. 

In addition, we must consider fully the impact of natural 
gas customers sw1tching to electricity and of new customers foregoing 
natural gas tor electricity. 

In addressing the contingency of future shortages of 
electricity, we believe there are markedly different considerations 
to evaluate than were used to establish natural gas priorities. 

First, electricity is a replenishable energy medium, in 
sharp contrast to our ultimately finite and limited natural gas 
resources. Second, virtually all sectors of california's society and 

economy are substantially dependent upon a continued supply of 
electricity within the framework of the presently available energy 

resources. Third, as to a multiplicity of end-use applications, 
particularly in the industrial sector~ there are no known or proven 
alternative energy sources. F1nally, the energy shortage continsency 
addressed here by the Commission~ while ~na~sputaoly a matter or 
serious concern, does not take on the same aspect of urgency that 
characterized the natural gas shortages unaer consideration in Case 
No. 9642. All of the foregoing factors must oe taken into account 1n 
formulating appropr1ate electr1c curtailment pr1or1ties. 
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Electr1c1ty is the cr1~1cal energy source for everybody. 

For many of the existing uses of e1ectric1ty) there are no viable 
alternate sources of energy. The prospect of e1ectr1ca1 energy 
shortage~) capacity-related or otherwise) presents a situation 
dec1ded1y different from that which confronted us in the natural gas 
curtailment proceedings. In Case No. 9642) much attention was 
d1rected to the quest10n of isolat1ng those commercial and industr1al 
gas applications which could be converted to alternate fuels. There 
w~s a corresponding assumption that resident1a1 gas uses) conceded by 
all not to be convertible 1n any practical sense~ should receive the 
fullest possible protection from curtailment. In addition~ in Case 
No. 9642 we considered the relatively limited number of natural gas 
end-uses in the commercial and 1ndustrial context~ as that factor 
made more manageable the actual mech~~ic$ of curtailing convertible 
nonresidential uses. 

In contrast, the different characteristics of electrical 
energy usage do not permit the Commission to make the same fundamental 
d1stinction between the residential and nonresident1al sectors. 
Standing in the way of any such dist1nction is the central fact of 
widespread dependence upon electricity of innumerable industrial 
processes, in terms of existing~ immediate power needs~ as well as 
those requirements essential to soc1ety's capacity for future gr~wth. 
These factors plus the evidence in the record support the concept that 
all sectors should bear the burden of future electrical energy 
shortages. 
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Assignment of Relative Social Values 
to Particular Products and Processes 

Numerous interested parties presenting testimony in this 
proceeding urged that favored curta1lment status be granted to the1r 
part1cular products or services~ arguing that such products and 
services are especially vital to society~ and that their ava1l
ability woul<l be sel'"iously j eopar r11zed if such parties were not 
protected from curtailment. In fact~ testimony seeking favored 
status for specific electricity uses was the rule rather than the 
exception throughout the proceedings. 

The difficulties and complexity of ass1gn1ng pr10rities can 
be 1llustrated by the testimony or Hr. Eugene H. Clark of Edison and 
Mr. John B. Kenney of PG&E. 

X1r. Clark stated that estab11shing pr10rities among electric 
customers and uses requires the determination of relative social 
values and the understanding and quantifying of interrelationships 
between thousands or industries and between a staggering number of 
~ses and could involve hundreds of thousands of 1nvestigations. 
L1kewise, to determine the econom1c and social effects of temporary 
discont1nuances literally thousands of diff1cult-to-def1ne~ hard-to
quant1fy 1nterpersonal~ social and economic relationships must be 
considered. 

In the course or his testimony" ~1r. Kenney was asked by 
GM's counsel: 

' .. ~ 
.~. 

'. 

.. 

"Do you regard such soc1al value cons1derations 
as a reliable basis for the formulation of 
curtailment priorities; that is to say. making 
judgments as among the various products" 
services and the1r relative values to society? 

"A. I can see where there may be some benefit to 
making some of those judgments. 
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.. 

"However~ such judgments mayor may not be 
correct and such judgments also open up 
entirely new vistas of problems that nobody 
has attempted to answer and we may end up 
with a greater problem than the one we 
started with. 

"Q. Could you elaborate just a little bit with 
respect to the further difficulties or issues 
that that kind of determination raises? 

"Examiner Bal"l.ks: 'Could I? It depends on who 
is making the judgment.' 

"r·1r. Stohr: 'Okay. ' 

"The Witness: '\"el1~ you have 'that problem ana. 
you have the inevitable decision about the 
baking of bread which is essential to keeping 
us all alive during an energy shortage. 
But if you protect the use of that bakery~ you 
may also be protecting baking cookies and you 
may also be protecting the slicing of the oread 
and the wrapping of the bread and then you get 
into the difficulties of how are you going to 
get the bread del1vered~ are you going to 
protect the transportation company that delivers 
it~ and are you gOing to protect the store that 
sells it. It's just where do you stop.'" 
(Tr. 10272-73): 

ln a Similar vein~ Clyde Parkhurst~ testifying on behalf of 
California ~1anufacturers Association~ stat·ed (Exh. 92~ pp. 9-10): 

"The use of SIC codes or a:n.y other index to 
determine priorities in relation to supposed 
product usefulness cannot possibly afford 
equity to all customers~ m~~ of whom would 
have activities at the same plant coming 
within several different SIC codes. Also~ it 
presupposes the omniSCience of the agency 
making the determinations. There is a 
tremendous interdependence between products 1n 
our economy. We doubt that any one person or 
group of persons can possibly succeed in an 
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effort to plan for and to assure the 
availability of all the products and services 
necessary to meet whatever goals may be 
selected as the basis for development of 
product priorities." 

Allied to formulating pr10rities based on social values is 
avoidance of adm1nistrative complexities in implementing the priorit1es. 
Part1cularly vex1ng is the atte~pt to scrt out those proa~cts 
and processes deemed to have a greater social value where electricity 
serves in a single location as the source of power for production of 
"nonessential" as well as "essential" products. Thus" while the 
electricity supplied to a producer of electronic components may 
contribute in some measure to the high-priority national defense 
effort, the same electr1city supply ~ very well provide the power 
necessary for production of television circuitry, which would presumably 
receive a vastly inferior rating on any soc1al value scale. Qu1te 
another matter, but of equal importance" is the problem of limit1ng 
the protection of the producer's electriC supply to that port1on 
used in the production of the h1gher priority product. 
Exemption from Curtailment Provisions 
Must Impose Requirements that Standby 
Fac1lities be ~~inta1ned w1th Respect 
to Such Customers and Uses 

Allor the curtailment propo3a13 pre3ente~ 1ncluded 

provisions designed to protect from curta11ment~ and" in particular, 
rrom the contingency or rolling blackouts, those electricity customers 
and uses deemed vital to the public health and safety. We believe 
society cannot a££ord the conseq~enees o~ interrupt10n of electr1cal 
serv1ce to certa1n cr1t1cal customers. However, care must be 
exerc1sed to prevent exempt~on prov1s1ons from beCOming the vehicle 
for arbitrary and totally unjustified d~st1nctions 1n the curtailment 
status or electricity users sim1larly s1tuated. 
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Given the present configuration of the three major electric 
utilities' distribution circuits~ it 1= clear that any exemption of 
"critical loadn from actual phys1cal interruption of electrical 
service will inevitably result in the protection of substantial 
nonessential loads. Thus, with respect to the SDG&E system, the 
record indicates that the Circuits which would be assigned to the 
Priority 1 essential load categor~ under SDG&E's curtailment proposal, 
carry 40 percent of the total system load (Exh. 64, p. 10). or the 
load carr1ed on those priority ci~cuits, however, the true essential 
load, protection of which is the sole object of that priority 
classification, represents only 5 percent of system load. The 
remaining load included in Priority 1 is nonessent1al 1n nature and, 
1n effect~ gets a totally fortuitous free r1de.£1 

The problems resulting from the intermixture of essential 
and nonessential loads were also brought out in the course ot croSs
examination of stafr witness R. D. Gardner. I·1%". Gardner conceded 
that protection of all Circuits serv1ng one or more critical 
customers would seriously undermine the effectiveness of a curtailment 
plan. He suggested consideration of a provision limiting protection 
of critical circuits to those situations where 50 percent or more of 
the customers on a given circuit had true critical uses. Mr. 
Gardner conceded that blanket exemptions for all circuits serving 
essential loads could very well have the effect of imposing the 
burden of rolling blackouts, if and when necessary, upon a relatively 
small percentage or the customers in a given systeQ. He also 
acknowledged that effort should be made to require the "free ridersn 

to contribute their fair share to the curtailment effort. 

g; The SDG&E situation is not atypical. See the comments of PG&E 
witness William Flowers in his Response to Questions asked by 
the Co~ssion starr at the January 8J 1916 Hear1ng~ pp. 3-6. 
See also the testimony of Ed1son's w1tness~ Eugene H. Clark, 
Tr. 10586-89. 
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Provis1ons exempting speCified cr1tical customers from 
sequent1al 1nterruptions of electr1cal serv1ce should, 1n any event, 
1nclude a requirement that these customers make reasonable efforts 
to provide for standby equipment. We do not believe that a standby 
requ1rement is 1ncons1stent with the exemption status afforded such 
customers, as standby equipment to the extent 1t i$ installed and 
available, can significantly ameliorate the impact of a given 
electr1city shortage, particularly a capacity-related shortage. 
Moreover, it 1s apparent from the testimony in this proceeding that 
considerable standby capacity already exists, and at least one 
curtailment proposal under considerat1on herein takes that existing 
capacity into account. 

The standby generating equipment requirement should also 
be incorporated into any hardShip appeal procedure. Such a procedure 
was advocated by stafr witness Garuner and is probably necessary, 
given the numerous contingencies which cannot be anticipated or dealt 
with in the formulation of a general pr1or1ty plan. Any ad hoc 
appeal procedure, however, has the potential for becoming unmanageable 
and a requirement that those parties seeking a higher priority status 
make all reasonable efforts to arrange for standby generating 
facilities would be one means of keeping that problem under control.ll 

Short-Term Capacity 
and Fuel Shortages 

The foreseeability, nature, and prOjected duration of a 
given electricity Shortage will all have an impact upon the electr1c 
utilities' ability to plan for and respond to that ~hortage. These 

11 It is also important that the Commission place the burden or 
proving hardship squarely on the customer seeking special relief, 
consistent with the Commission's comments concern1ng spec1al 
relief pet~tions in the natural gas curtailment proceed1ng 
(Decision No. 85189, mimeo. p. 11). 
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same factors w1ll also determine 1n large measure the degree to which 
various customers will be affected by a shortage ~~d to what extent 
they will be able to adjust their electric1ty usage and to contribute 
to the general curtailment effort. The interplay of these var1ables 
1n the context of the numerous ~~d diverse electr1c1ty uses suggests 
that dist1nct1ons be made 1n any curtailment plan between the var10us 
types or emergenc1es that may be presented. 

D1st1nctions between capac1ty and fuel shortages were 
advocated by various parties 1n th1s proceed1ng. CMA w1tness Parkhurst 
emphasized the need for such dist1nct1ons stat1ng: "~~atever rules 
for prior1ty or curtailment are devised~ it is important that they 
distinguish between an energy shortage and a capac1ty Shortage." 

The CMA testimony also c1tes examples in the case of each 
of its recommended prior1ties 1llustrating the distinctions to be 
drawn for each type of electric1ty shortage. Thus~ CMA's Prior1ty 3~ 
Mr. Parkhurst noted> is intended to deal generally with capacity 
shortages rather th~~ energy shortages~ as !t 1s 1n the former case 
where curtailment threatens in some instances "not merely a 
corresponding reduct10n 1n production or employment but a s1gnif1cant 
loss of product1ve capac1ty". r·1r. Parkhurst went on to comment~ 
however> that those customers subject to such devastating consequences 
in the caSe or a sudden capacity shortage should not necessarily 
receive the same h1gh prior1ty against fuel shortage curtailment 
where the total energy consumption could be reduced over a period of 
t1me w1thout such consequences. 

It is not necessary to give a detailed analysis or the many 
specif1c s1tuat1ons encompassed w1thin the testimony presented. We 
be11eve that the ev1dence demonstrates that those electr1c1ty users 
whose operations are extremely vulnerable to sudden shortages can 
nonetheless make their own sub:tantial contribut1ons to the requ1red 
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Ci"lergy savings in the case of foreseeable capacity or.;fuel-relatc<.i 

short~ge by prov1d1n~ their own standby facilities. Accord~~~ly, in 
the curtail~cnt priority plan adopted we ~ave made no provisions to 
distingui~h between capacity or fuel related shortages. 
Varying Degrees of Energy Use Reduction 
Already Achieved by Different Classes 
and the Corresponding Impact of Further 
Curtailment Upon Classes Should be 
Recognized 

Any curtailment goals projected under a plan or curtailment 
must take into account the varying degrees of energy reduction already 
achieved by var10us customer classes. That pr1nc1ple was L~corporated 
into Decision No. 82881 (Case No. 9531) as the percentage goals 
therein for voluntary load reduction were set at vary!n~ levels for 
d1fferent classes of service. Those goals, in turn, were fixed 1n 
relation to the ener8Y savings deemed reasonably ach1evable within 
each class, and the corresponding impact, economic and otherwise, of 
the projected reductions. 

With respect to voluntary use reduction, in Case l~O. 95bl 
we 1ssuea ~ series of orders calling for voluntary percentage 
reductions in usage by customers of the electric ut1lities. Decision 

No. 82~8l lssue~ May 15, 197~ 1~ st1ll 1n effect an~ call~ for the 
followinG percenta~e reduct1on5 by customer cla~s: 

Residential 
Less than 400 KWhr/month 
Next Goo Kwhr/month 
Allover 1,000 Kwhr/month 

Commercial, Puol1c Authority 
and Industrial, Nondemand 

Commercial and Puo11c 
Authority, Large 

Industrial, Large 
Agricultural 
Street L1ght1n8 and Other 

Resale 

-l8-

Percentage of 
Voluntary Reduction 

From Normal. U~e 

5% 
5-10 

10-15 

10 

15-20 

5 
5 

:5-10 

10 
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The staff has recommended in this proceedins that these 
distinctions be carried over 1nto the priority plan to be adopted. 
During cross-examinat1on starr w1tness Gardner offered the following 
comments on recognition of prior energy reductions. 

"Q. It you determined that certain elasses of 
customers were not experiencing growth in 
average use [per] customer, would that 
change your determ1nation as to what kind 
of a priority system to set up? 

"A. I wouldn't ch~~ge my opinion on the priority, 
but 1t might very well influence the 
implementat10n of ~~ emergency procedure; 
particularly in the mandatory step in wh1ch 
reduction goals are estab11shed. 

"In other wordS, 1f a particular industry or 
class of customer is already exhib1t1ng 
effective efforts at conservation, then they 
might not be assigned to very large goals 
for reduction during a mandatory curtailment 
implementation phase." 
The evidence 1n th1s record document: the vary1ng degrees 

of conservat1on ach1eved to date. Exhibit 87 (Attachment I, Tables 1 
and 3 of E~~. 6-2) introduced by Edison de~onstrates that the 
eommercial and res1dential classes, in particular, have fallen far 
short of the energy red~ction goals projected for them in DeCision 
No. 82881. 

Several parties emphasized industrial users must ~e assured 
a h1gh priority ur.der ~~y curtailment plan and that the inconveniences 
assoc1ated with further energy reductions in the res1dential sector 
would in the long run be far less detr1mental to soc1ety. In 
explain1ng the rationale for its assignment of a high-curtailment 
priority to the 1ndustrial class, SDG&E stated: 
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"Circuits serving primarily residential and 
commercial loads were given the lowest 
prior1ty because it appears to us that the 
effect of shedding those loads~ although 
serious> would have less drastic consequences 
for the pub11c. If we should ever have to 
implement such a plan, some degree of discomfort 
and sacrifice 1s going to be exper1enced by 
our customers. In the case of res1dent1al load~ 
we be11eve that the pub11c would rather make 
the sacr1fice at home rather than exper1ence 
economic d1sruptions that would put many people 
out of jobs. Commerc1al loads are placed in 
this same category because we would not be 
able to ~he~ s~rricient lo~~ in the lowest 
pr1or1ty 1£ 1t 1ncluaed only res1dent1al 
customers. \ve realize that disconnect1ng 
commercial loads will also have economic 
consequences, but those consequences would 
appear to be less ser10us than if industrial 
loads were shed f1rst." 
This principle is also reflected in Cr-1A' s proposed 

Pr1orit1es 5 and 6 (Exh. 92, pp. 19-20). As def1ned by CMA, these 
priorit1es 1nc1ude all usage related to aesthetic satisfaction and 
decorative purposes, as well as those of a personal comfort or 
conven1ence. 
Electric Curta11ment Prior1t1es 
Should Reflect the Nature of the 
Use of Electricity Rather than 
the Nature of the User 

Each customer of an electr1c utility will normally have a 
var1ety of uses for the electricity he receives. He may use 
electricity for a decorative fountain, for office lighting, for air 
cond1tioning, ~~d to p~wer machinery. It 1s not enough to determine 
which customers should be protected from curtailment; we must also 
determine which customer ~ should be protected. Should it be 
,concluded that electrical air conditioning is a nonessential use and 
may be curtailed before other uses, then air conditioning should be ' 
given the same priority whether it occurs in a home, an orrice~ or a 
fire station. 
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Certain Uses of Electricity 
Should be Protected Against 
Curtailment 

Certain customers have uses of electricity which are so 
essential to the general public welfare that they require an exemption 
from the ope~ation of any curta1lment plan. A sample listing of 
activities which should appropriately be included in an exempt 
category was set forth in both the staff's proposal and C~1Ats proposal. 
It was conceded by the parties that these types of activity are 
essential to the maintenance of health and safety and should be 
exempt. 

The staff's priority ~ecommendat1on included in the 
protected category customers engaged in the product1on~ refining, and 
transportation of fossil fuels, to the extent that those activities 
are related to electric generation. Some would place such activities 
in a lower claSSification because of the fact that fuel supplies 
might not be the cause of the shortage of electricity in which event 
fossil fuel production and refining could be curtailed along with 
other activities. We do not believe that all of a producer's or 
refiner's output is d~rected to fuel for electr1c generation. To the 
extent that gasoline and motor oil production can be isolated, it 
should be subjected to curtailment along with industrial production 
generally. 

Originally, the staff placed commercial and industrial 
customers which operate refrlgerat10n equipment for the preservation 
of medicine and food in Priority 1. Most of the parties would place 
such customers in Priority 4 along with other commercial, industrial, 
and agricultural customers and would expect them to achieve the same 
percentage reductions in usage required of other customers. It is 
ar~4ed that in a fuel-related shortage which requires som~ loss of 
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production, food processors should be expected to reauce their 
operations along with the rest of industry and agriculture. In a 
capacity shortage requiring rolling blackouts such customers would 
be subjected to service interruptions unless they could demonstrate' 
that their product ~lould be ruined thereby. 

The parties are in agreement with the staff on the necessity 
for ~ protected usage category. We believe that the number of 
kilowatt-hours involved for this purpose is not very large and that 
an effective plan of reduction can be iQplemented which would exempt 
these protected uses. We appreciate that the random location of such 
uses on virtually all of a utility's distribution circuits will make 

attempts to combat shortages more difficult. If sequential service 

1~t~~~u~e16hs are used ln ~a~a~ity shortag~ situations we anticipate 
that a great dea~ o~ 5eparate w~r~ng w~~~ be re~u~red to protect 

Priority 1 uses. 
Tho~e U~e~ o£ E~ectr1c1ty Which 
Are Not Directly Related to 
Economic Production and Jobs 
Should be the First Curtailed 

Just as some uses of electricity clearly need to be 
protected ~rom curtailment, others can be curtailed with ~~mal 
adverse effects on the user or the economy. C~~ witness Par~~urst 
stated: 

"Uses which provide only aesthetic enjoyment 
and can be discontinued without a material 
effect on the economy or employment would 
probably be conceded by all to deserve the 
lowest priority." 

The CommiSSion recognized this fact when in its decisions in Case 
No. 9581 during the 1973-74 fuel shortage it ordered that certain 
advertising and decorative lighting uses be eliminated. (See DeCision 
No. 02305 1ssued January 3~ 1974, ami Decisiotl ~~o. 828nl issued 
l'io.y 15, 1974.) 1,Io~t parties support tlle vie ... : thg,t use3 SUCh 3.~ 

ornamental lighting should be first curtailed. Because of the visual 
nature of this use, the general public is made aware of the need to 
conserve. 
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Most parties agreed that residential electric customers 
would rather be inconvenienced at home than be without jobs and 
depr1ved of the1r 1ncome. Little can be achieved by protecting 
convenience and comfort uses of electricity while curtailing those 
uses upon which the economy and employment are dependent. 

We believe that comfort and convenience uses are found in 
all customer classes and that they should be curtailed in the same 
manner and to the same extent regardless of where they occur. It 
appears to us that a larger percentage of res1dent1al than industrial 
usage would fall in these categories and that> accordingly, greater 
reductions in use are requ1red from resident1al customers. 
Sequent1al Interrupt10ns or Service 

Also referred to as rolling blackouts, the stafr recommended 
that as a last resort sequential interrupt10ns of service be used on 
all but protected circuits to combat capacity shortages and to 
enforce mandatory percentage reductions in the use of energy. Most 
part1es, particularly industrial customers> reject sequential 
1nterrupt1ons as a solution to energy conservat10n argu1ng that the 
results are far too devastat1ng. 

Numerous witnesses test1f1ed to the effect of an unant1ci
pated loss of electricity on their bUSiness. For example, the witness 
appearing for the san Diego County Rock Producers Assoc1ation 
test1fied that in the event of an unexpected power outage the rock 
crushing machines would become plugged and would have to be dug out 
~nually; r~. Robert B. Moore, a dairy operator, test1fy1ng for the 
Farm Bureau stated that an unexpected electric outage wh1le milk1ng 
operations were 1n progress would result 1n inability to milk the 
cows and to cool the milk, w1th possible drying up of the eowe; and 
Kenneth B. Cooper, an egg rancher, appearing on behalf of the Farm 
Bureau, test1fied that a sudden loss of electricity for more than 
about 60 minutes can result 1n the birds gOing out of production 
or even dying. 
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Contrasted with the substantial adverse impact on certain 
users are those users who can prepare for, and accommodate their 
needs to, a rolling blackout. linile a temporary blackout would be 
inconvenient to a reSidential customer, in the stafr's view, he 
"could probably stand a one-hour interruption better than an 
industrial plant." 

We must also consider the etfectiveness of the plan adopted. 
If blackouts would ultimately cause greater consumption of electriCity 
by certain users, such a method of curtailment would be counter
productive. The record herein establishes that for certain industrial 
processes, greater electric energy would indeed be consumed than would 
be saved as a result of temporary outages, because of the enormous 
start-up energy needed. 

It would appear that the only justification for sequential 
or rolling blackouts during a shortage is administrative ease of 
enforcement. It also appears to be the ~ost inequitable and arbitrary 
method or curtailment since it fails to take into account the 
tolerance of various classes of customers and their uses and the 
resultant impact of such total outages on the state's welfare and 
economy. 

Because of the questionable effectiveness of rolling 
blackouts as a conservation measure and the severe disruption that 
would result to the state's productive sector, the measure must be 
used only as a last resort. We believe, however, the utilities 
should consider the implementation of sequential interrupt10ns as a 
method to control peak demand. 
Mutual Assistance 

Mutual aSSistance agreements among the electric utilities, 
generally, are designed to provide assistance from one utility to 
another in the event of a caoacity shortage. They are of lim1ted 
help 1n comb~t1ng a fossil fuel shortage. Mutual assistance may be 
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obtained by increasing capacity to receive all available ex~ess 
power from fossil fuel generation, and also by jOint dispatching in 
order to achieve maximum benefits of inter-system load diversity. 
The respondent utilities indicate they are investigating the possibility 
of increasing trans~ission capacity, includins the possibility of 
enlarging the Pacific Northwest Intertie. Because the possibility of 
both a capacity and a fuel shortage eXists, we will request the 
respondent utilities to file updated information on the status of 
their investigations on expanding mutual assistance including the 
feasibility of more extensive jOint dispatching. 
Environmental Impact 

The establishment of a priority list will have no effect on 
the environment. Nor do we believe there will be any subst~~tial 

effect on the environment with the implementation of any electricity 
priority plan. However, we do believe the env1ronmental question 
should receive further consideration. Therefor~we will request the 
utilities to address the question on possible environmental changes . 
li1<ely to occur if it becomes necessary to implement the priority 
plan. 
Voltage Reductions 

Voltage reductions are sometimes mentioned as a possible 
~eans of combating an energy or capacity shortage. A voltage 
reduction, or "brown out", may ruin a motor or other !nduction effect 
deVice, trip overload switches, etc. In addition, with many types of 
equipment, for example, a resistive-type heater, if the heater is 
run at lower voltage, the equipment merely runs for a longer period 
of time, saving no energy whatsoever. The~efore we do not believe 
that voltage reductions should oe instituted. 
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In the priority plan we adopt herein) we have tr!ed to 
balance the equities and the possible inconvenience to be experienced 
by all segments of society. In dOing so we recognize the probability 
that certain customers of varying classes will be injured more than 
others sim1larly Situated. 
Find1ngs 

1. Shortages in the supply of electric energy pose a serious 
threat to the economic and social well-being of the state and 
appropriate curtailment procedures must be devised to deal with 
such shortages should they materialize. 

2. The nature ~~d duration of electric energy shortages may 
differ as a result of the variable factors causing the shortage. 

3. A capacity-related shortage may be caused by one or more of 
the following factors: 

a. Unava1lability of power from interconnected 
electric networks; 

b. Short-term shortages of generating capac1ty 
caused by temporary equipment failure~ 
un~~ticipated excessive peak day demands) 
or weather occurrences; 

c. Long-term outages or reduct10ns in actual 
operating levels of generating capacity 
caused by equipment failure; or 

d. Long-term excessive peak demand caused 
by extenaed weather excesses. 

4. Fuel-related shortages are caused oy a shortage or 
interruption of the supply of fuels for electric generation. 

5. To the extent feas1ble~ customers providing zervices critical 
to public health and safety should be exempt from the curtailment 
procedures adopted herein. Essential health and safety customers 
include the following types of customers and such other customers or 
types of customers the Commission may subsequently identify: 
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a. Covernmental agencies to provide essential 
service to f1re~ police~ and prison 
facilities and to provide essential 
lighting for streets~ highways~ and other 
public areas. 

b. Gove~nmental agencies in their activities 
essentially and directly related to 
national defense. (Federal~ National 
Guard~ and Civil Defense.) 

c. Hospitals and convalescent homes tor 
their critical facilities such as 
operating roo~s~ emergency room, life 
support ~chines~ diagnostic macbines~ 
ref~igeration for medicines~ communica
tions ~ and mini:cal lighting. 

d. Private and public utilities' system 
use in providing electric, gas, 
water, communication, and sewage 
disposa~ services affecting public 
health and safety. 

e. Public transportation and associated 
customers (rail, air~ bus~ and trucking) 
in their use in operation of the 
conveyances; in providing guidance control, 
communicat1on~ and navigation services; and 
in maintaining essential lighting at 
passenger or freight gathering and dispersing 
areas. 

f. Customers directly engaged in the production, 
refining~ ane transciss!on of fossil ruel~ 
nuclear fuel, or ste~~ to the ex~ent that 
those activities contribute primarily to 
the generation Of electricity for general 
use. 

g. Radio and television broadcasting stations 
to the extent that their serv1ces are 
uti11zed for the transmittal of emergency 
messages and public information broadcasts 
related to these procedures. 

h. Residential customers for the use of a 
l1fe-support equipmen~ such as an iron 
lung or kidney mach1ne. 
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6. Customers exempted from curtailment should nevertheless 
contribute to the reduction of energy consumption consistent with the 
maintenance of the essential services provided. 

7. Essential health and safety customers should make all 
reasonable efforts by way of standby generating equipment to secure 
their electrical energy requirements to ~~eliorate the conse~uences 
of 1nterrupt1on of electr1c service. 

8. Curtailment priorities should be set to reflect the impact 
on customer classes while distributing the burden of curtailment on 
an equitable basis. 

9. Conservation goals established in Decis10n No. 82881 have 
been partially successful. 

10. Further energy reduction should be achieved by all classes 
of customers so long as such reduction does not cause a serious 
impact on the state's overall economic picture. 

11. Curtailment procedures among those customers not deemed 
critical to the public health and safety should in general beformulated 
along customer class lines by way of percentage goals for the energy 
reductions to be achieved with1n each class during periods of electriC 
energy shortage, subject to such individual exceptions and variations 
as may be deemed appropriate under special relief procedures. 

12. Priorities based on relative social values o~ particular 
products or services other than public health, safety, and security 
are too subjective ana unreliable for c~rtail~ent p~rposes. 

13. Priorities formulated on relative social values pose 
administrative problems on the utilities and the CommiSSion. 

14. Appeal procedures to be incorporated into the curtailment 
plan adopted herein should be determined through further hearing. 

15. Further hearings are necessary to form specific mechanics 
for implementation of the curtailment plan adopted herein. 
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16. The priority plan adopted herein should only be implemented 
as an emergency measure should voluntary conservation not achieve the 
necessary savings of energy. 

17. The expansion of mutual assistance agreements to provide 
reliable service for either a capacity or fuel related shortage 
should be further explored and reported to the staff. 

18. Adoption of an electrical priority list will have no 
s1gn!ficant effect on the environment. 

19. Voltage reductions are not the answer in combating an 

electric energy or capacity shortage. 
Conclusions 

1. The Commission was required to establish priorities for 
custocers and uses of electricity based upon those which will provide 
the most important public benefit and serve the greatest public need 
in order of descending priority. 

2. The full economic, SOCial, and physical effects of a 
reduction of service in accordance with this priority plan cannot be 

established defin1tely. 
3. Further energy reduction should be achieved by all classes 

of customers. 
4. Curtailment of electric service should be implemented only 

if voluntary load reductions prove inadequate. 
5. Sequential or rolling blackouts would not be a useful 

energy saving device in that most usage would simply be deferred 
until after the curtailment period. 

6. Sequent!al or roll!ng blackouts should be implemented only 
after all other efforts to achieve load reduction have failed. 

7. Extension of the mutual assistance program between the 

electric utility respondents should be explored. 
8. Establishment of a priority list will have no significant 

effect on the environment. 
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IiJTI::RI!'I ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. A system of priorities for statewide curtailment of electric 

service based on criteria set forth in Appendix A is hereby adopted. 
Tariff schedules reflecting the pr10::'1t1es established. herein shall 
be filed in accordance with General Order No. 96-A by the respondent 
utilities to become effective within one hundred eighty days from 

the effective date of this order. 
2. Southern California Edison Company (Edison), San Diego 

Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E)~ and Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
(PG&E) shall maintain data and. continue to report to the COl1llll:l.3s:l.on 

quarterly rather than monthly on the effect1veness of the individ.ual 
uti11ty voluntary conservation programs. 

3. Edinon, SDG&E, and PG&E shall report to the Commiss1on 
Within one hundred e1ghty days from the effect1ve date of th1s oraer 
e~t1cates of increases of electr1c dem~~d caused by existing and 
future customers sw1tch1ng from natural gas to electr1city. 

4. Updated emerbeney plans for 1~plement1ng sequential 
1nterrupt10ns of serv1ce shall ~e f1led w1thin one hundred eighty~ays 

from the effective date of this order. 
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5. Further hearing $hould ~e held to implement the curtailment 
plan actopt~d here1n. 

The effective date of this order shall be twenty days 
af~cr tne date hereof. 

Dated at se.n Fnl.:leisco , California, th1~ 
da.y 0 l' _____ J""_O:l-:.y-=--=--=--=-~~-,-1-9 7-6-.---
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APPENDIX A 
Page 1 of 3 

End-Use Curtailment 

1. The follow1ng shall constitute the Commiss1on's electric 
priority list of customers and uses in descending order of priority. 

2. The criter!a for categorizing the uses of electricity of 
the customers of record as of the effective date of this decision 
are as follows: 

Prior1ty 1 - Essential or protected customers or uses 
a. Governmental agencies to provide essential 

service to fire, po11ce, prison facilities 
and to prov1de essential lighting for 
streets, highways, and other public areas. 

b. Governmental agencies in their act1v1ties 
essentially and d1rectly related to national 
defense (Federal, National Guard, and C1vil 
Defense) • 

c. Hospitals and convalescent homes for their 
critical fac1lit1es such as operating 
room, emergency room, life support machines, 
d1agnostic machines, refrigeration for 
medicines, commun1cations, and minimal 
light1ng. 

d. Private and public utilities' system 
use in providing electric·, gas, water, 
communication, and sewage disposal 
services to the extent that those services 
could not be reduced without seriously 
affecting pub11c health and safety. 

e. Public transportation and associated 
customers (rail, air, bUS, and trucking) 
in their use in operation of the 
conveyances; in providing guidance 
control, commun1cation, and nav1gation 
services; and maintain1ng essential 
light1ng at passenger or freight 
gathering and dispersing areas. 
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f. Customers directly engaged in the 
production, refining, and transmission 
of fossil fuel, nuclear fuel, or steam 
to the extent that those activities 
contribute primarily to the generation 
of electricity for general use. 

~. Radio and television broadcast1ng stat10ns 
to the extent that the1r services are 
uti11zed for the transmittal of emergency 
messages and pub11c information broadcasts 
related to these procedures. 

h. Residential customers for the use of 
life-support equipment such as an iron 
lung or k1dney mach1ne. 

Pr10rity 2 - Customers and their usage other 
than in Prior1ty 1, susceptible 
to exceptional or irreparable loss 
1n the event of curtailment or 
1nterrupt1on of electric supply 

a. Customers listed under Pr10rity 1 from 
a through g to the extent that their 
usages conform to those described for 
the customers listed below 1n Priority 2. 

b. Agr1cultural customers to the extent that 
the1r eff1c1ent usage or electr1c1ty is 
d1rectly necessary for the product1on, 
storage, or processing of food products, or 
that a substantial reduction of usage would 
result ~~ crop failure. 

c. Commercial/industrial customers for those 
uses other than in Priority 1 to the 
extent that their efficient usage of 
electricity is essential in the production 
or marketing of items of w1despread use 
and tha;t a substantial reduction 1n 
electrical usage would cause an unemploy
ment crisis in the locality in which the 
electrical service is rendered; or that 
a prolonged shutdown of their equipment 
us1ng ~~lectricity would cause major 
irrepax'able damage to that equipment or 
its product. 
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Prior1ty 3 - Resident1al customers 
Residential customers to the extent that 
their usage is confined to minimal 
essential lighting and heating in 
occup1ed portions of the residence; to 
minimal water heat1ng at thermostat 
settings no greater than to provide hot 
water at the minlcum needed temperature; 
to prov1dent use of el~ctr1c app11ances 
such as to exclude partial use of washing 
machines, dryers, etc.; and to provident 
use of cooking facilities. 

Priority 4 - Customers and their usage of a 
customary nature not ·qua11fying 
under Prior1ty 1, 2, or 3 and not 
excluded under Pr10rity 5, and 
all customers at their general 
level of usage in the year 
preceding the subject energy 
crisis. 

Prior1ty 5 - Customers and usage to be curtailed 
first in the event of a generating 
e~paeity or fuel shortage eriSis 

a. Residential customers in any luxurious or 
wasteful usage. This would inelu~e heating 
or circulating water in a swL~lns pool unless 
prescr1bed by a physician for therapy. It 
would also lnelude heating or cooling of 
unused space, the use of grossly 1neff1c1ent 
appliances, or the space conditioning of 
poorly insulated rooms. 

b. Any customer in its use for ornamental 
l1ghting or display when such use does not 
contribute to otherwise essential use. 
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Electric Priorities 

The following is the starr's recommended priority list: 
Priority 1 - Essential or protected eustomers and uses. 
a. Governmental agencies to provide essential service to 

fire, police, and prison facilities and to provide 
essential lighting for streets, highways, and other public 
areas, as determined by the appropriate governmental 
authority. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Governmental agencies in their activities essentially 
and directly related to national defense. (Federal, 
National Guard, and Civil Defense.) 
Hospitals and convalescent homes for their critical 
facilities such as operating room, emergency room, 
life support machines, diagnostic machines, refrig
eration for medicines, communications, and minimal 
lighting. 

Private and public utilities' systems in their provision 
of electric, gas, water, communication, and sewage 
disposal services to the extent that those services 
could not be reduced Without seriously affecting 
public health and safety. 
Public transportation and associated customers (rail, 
air, bus, and tr-.J.cking) in their use in operation of 
the conveyances; in providing guidance control, 
communication, and navigation services; and in 
maintaining essential lighting at passenger or 
freight gatherL~g and dispersing areas. 
Customers directly engaged in the production, refining, 
and transmission of .fossil fuel, nuclear fuel, or 
steam to the extent that those activities contribute 
primarily to the generation of electricity for general 
use. 

Radio and television broadcasting stations to the extent 
that their services are needed to keep the public 
informed regarding a fuel crisis or any other emergency. 
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h. Residential customers for the use of a life-support 
device such as an iron lung. 

Priority 2 - Customers and their usage other than in Priority Ip 
susceptible to oxceptional or irreparable loss in the event of 
curtailment or interruption of electrical supply. 

a. Customers listed under Priority 1 from a through g to 
the extent that their usages conform to those described 
for the customers listed below in Priority 2. 

b. Residential customers to the extent that their usage is 
confined to minimal essential lighting and heating in 
occupied portions of the home; to minimal water heating 
at thermostat settings no greater than to provide hot 
water at the maximum needed temperature; to provident 
use of electrical appliances such as to exclude partial 
use of washing machines, dryers, etc.; to provident use 
of cooking facilities by using covered cooking vessels, 
by using pressure type cookers, and by multiple use of 
ovens. 

c. Agricultural customers to the extent that their 
efficient usage of electricity is directly necessary 
for the production, storage, or processing of food 
products, or that a subst~~tial reduction of usage 
would result in crop failure. 

d. Commercial/industrial customers for those uses other 
than in Priority 1 to the extent that their efficient 
usage of electricity is essential in the production or 
marketing of items of widespread usage and that a 
substantial reduction in electrical usage would cause 
an unemployment crisis in the locality in Which the 
electrical service is rendered; or that a prolonged 
shutdown of their equipment using electricity would 
cause major irreparable damage to that equipment or 
its product. 

Priori ty 3 - Customers and their usage of a customary nature 
not qualifying under Priority 1 or 2 and not excluded under 
Priority 4 .. 

All customers at their general level of usage in the 
year prior to the oil shortage of 1973 but excluding 
usages described under Priority 1, Priority 2, ~~d 
Priority 4 herein. 
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Priority 4 - Customers and usage to be curtailed first in the 
event of a generating capacity or fuel shortage crisis. 
a. ReSidential customers in any luxurious or wasteful 

usage of electricity. This usage would include 
heating or circulating water in a swimming pool 
unless the pool is prescribed by a physician for 
therapy. It would also include heating or cooling 
of unused space, the use of grossly inefficient 
appliances, or the space conditioning of poorly 
insulated rooms. 

b. PJ:J.y customer in its use for ornamental lighting or 
display when such use does not contribute to otherwise 
essential use. 
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Summary of CMA Electric Priority 
By Category in Descending Order 

Of Priority 

1. Uses necessary to the public health and safety. 
2. Uses necessary to avoid further increase in curtailment or to 

make it possible to reduce curtailment. 
3. Uses necessary to avoid major capital losses or destruction of 

property .. 
4.. Uses contributing to maintaining employment and the economy. 

5. USes providing personal comfort or conveni~fice h~vond thAt 
required £or health, :3ai'oty, and employment. 

6. Uses for aesthetic satisraction or decorative purposes. 
The nature o£ use should govern the priori:t.y ra.ther than the idonti t.y 
o£ the user, some oloc~ric utility customers will have use~ that £it 
in more than one category. In devising a priority system, it is 
relatively easy to decide On the highest and lowest priorities. 
Uses which are essential to health or safety are clearly entitled to 
the highest priority. Uses which provide only aesthetic enjoyment 
and can be dis~ontinued without a material effect on the economy or 
employment would probably be conceded by all to deserve the lowest 
priority. It is the determination of priorities for uses in between 
that has the greatest potential for controversy. The hard question 
is ",hat to do when curtailment begins to hurt. 

kny mandatory curtailment plan will have some effect on the physical 
and economic well-being of all Californians. Depending upon the 
manner or its implementation and its duration, a mandatory 
curtailment plan could create wholesale disruption in the state's 
economy. CMA stressed its concern that such disruption be kept to 
the absolute minimum, that after protection of essential health and 
safety services the primary criteria for determination of priorities 
should be the minimization of disruption of the economy and protection 
or employment and its Priorities 2, 3, and 4 all relate to that 
objective. Uses which are only for personal comfort or convenience 
are relegated to the priority just above aesthetic or decorative 
uses. 
Wi thin each of the categories where curtailment will have an impact 
on production of goods or services or on maintenance of employment 
levels, eM! recommends that all users should be curtailed on an 
equal basis. 


